
Timeframe Big Idea(s) Essent

ial 

Competenci

es

Vocabulary Standard(s) Eligible Content Assessment(s) Educational Resources Differentiation

Weeks 1-3 

(Ch1)

1.  Mathematical 

relationships can be 

represented as expressions, 

equations, and inequalities 

in Mathematical situations.  

2. Geometric relationships 

can be described, analyzed, 

and classified based on 

spatial reasoning and/or 

visualization.  3.  

Mathematical relationships 

among numbers can be 

represented, compared, 

and communicated.

 • 

How 

are 

relatio

nships 

repres

ented 

mathe

matic

ally?

• How 

can 

expre

ssions

, 

equati

ons, 

and 

inequ

alities 

be 

used 

to 

quanti

fy, 

solve, 

1.  Describe 

the 

relationship 

between 

points, 

lines, and 

planes in 

the 

different 

types of 

geometry.  

2.  Evaluate 

the distance 

between 

two points.  

3.  

Euclidean Synthetic 

Geometry, Discrete 

Geometry, Graph 

Theory, undefined 

terms, postulate, 

theorem, ray, 

between, opposite 

rays CC.2.3.HS.A.11 G.1.2.1.1 (Triangle inequality), G.2.1.3.1, G.2.1.4.1, G.2.1.2.1, G.2.1.2.2

Test, Quiz, 

Homework, 

Compass and 

Straightedge 

Construction 

Project

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time

POASD Math (SEC) Geometry



Weeks 4-5 

(Ch2) Mathematical statements can be justified through deductive and inductive reasoning and proof. How do you use the ideas of direct and indirect proof, and counter-examples to verify valid conjectures and refute invalid conjectures? Define and describe types of geometrical reasoning and proof, using them to verify valid conjectures as they surface in the study of geometry; develop a counter example to refute an invalid conjecture.

Conditional, 

Biconditional, 

Counterexample, 

Converse, unions, 

intersections CC.2.3.HS.A.3 .1.3.2.1

Test, Quiz, 

Homework, 

Tangram Project

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books

Weeks 6-8 

(Ch3) Mathematical statements can be justified through deductive and inductive reasoning and proof. 2. Spatial reasoning and visualization are ways to orient thinking about the physical world. How do you use the ideas of direct and indirect proof, and counter-examples to verify valid conjectures and refute invalid conjectures? How can the application of the attributes of geometric shapes support mathematical reasoning and problem solving? Apply rigid transformations to determine and explain congruence., Apply non-rigid transformations to determine and explain congruence., Apply coordinate geometry to relate slope to parallel and perpendicular lines.

Types of angles, 

parallel and 

perpendicular lines, 

Beginings of proofs, 

Rotations, Size 

Transformations

CC.2.3.HS.A.3, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.2, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.1

G.2.2.1.1, G.2.2.1.2, 

G.1.3.11

Test, Quiz, 

Homework, 

Picture 

Dictionary (Ch3 

From D)

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);


Weeks9-10 

(Ch 4) Objects can be transformed in an infinite number of ways. Transformations can be described and analyzed mathematically. How can you explain the relationship between congruence and similarity in both 2- and 3-dimensional figures? Apply rigid transformations to determine and explain congruence., Apply non-rigid transformations to determine and explain congruence., Apply coordinate geometry to relate slope to parallel and perpendicular lines.

Reflecting line, 

image, preimage, 

orientation, vector, 

composition, 

magnitude, 

translation, rotation, 

initial point, terminal 

point, isometry

CC.2.3.HS.A.1, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.2, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.5 G.1.3.1.1, G.1.3.1.2

Test, Quiz, 

Homework, 

Tesselation 

Project

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books

Weeks10-12 

(Ch 5) Mathematical statements can be justified through deductive and inductive reasoning and proof. , Spatial reasoning and visualization are ways to orient thinking about the physical world. , Geometric relationships can be described, analyzed, and classified based on spatial reasoning and/or visualization. How can the application of the attributes of geometric shapes support mathematical reasoning and problem solving? ,  How can patterns be used to describe relationships in mathematical situations? , Prove geometric theorems about lines, angles, triangles, and parallelograms while focusing on validity of underlying reasoning., Using various methods, write formal proofs and/or use logic statements to construct or validate arguments.

directly congruent, 

oppositely 

congruent, interior 

angles, exterior 

angles, alternate 

interior/exterior 

angles, CPCF

CC.2.3.HS.A.3,  

CC.2.3.8.A.2 G.2.2.1.2, G.2.2.1.1

Test, Quiz, 

Homework

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books
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Weeks13-14 

(Ch6) Geometric relationships can be described, analyzed, and classified based on spatial reasoning and/or visualization. How are spatial relationships, including shape and dimension, used to draw, construct, model, and represent real situations or solve problems? , How can the application of the attributes of geometric shapes support mathematical reasoning and problem solving?, How can geometric properties and theorems be used to describe, model, and analyze situations?  Use coordinate geometry to establish properties of 2-dimensional shapes, Visualize the relation between two-and three-dimensional objects., Prove geometric theorems about lines, angles, triangles, and parallelograms while focusing on validity of underlying reasoning., 

rotational symmetry, 

ends of a kite, n-fold 

rotational symmetry, 

Vertex and base 

angle of an isosceles 

triangle, altitude of a 

triangle,inscribed 

angles, intercepted 

arc,regular polygon

CC.2.3.HS.A.8, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.9, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.13, 

CC.2.3.8.A.2, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.3

G.1.2.1.1,.G.1.2.1.2, 

G1.2.1.3, G.1.2.1.4, 

G.1.1.1.2

Test, Quiz, 

Homework

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books

Weeks15 

(Ch12) Spatial reasoning and visualization are ways to orient thinking about the physical world. , Similarity relationships between objects are a form of proportional relationships. Congruence describes a special similarity relationship between objects and is a form of equivalence. How can you explain the relationship between congruence and similarity in both 2- and 3-dimensional figures? Determine if two figures are similar, apply definition of similariy

ratio, proportion, 

similar, scale factor

CC.2.3.8.A.2, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.3, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.5, 

CC.2.3.HS.a.6 G.1.3.1.1, G.1.3.1.2, 

Test, Quiz, 

Homework, 

Scale Model 

Project

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books
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Week 16-18 

(Ch7) Similarity relationships between objects are a form of proportional relationships. Congruence describes a special similarity relationship between objects and is a form of equivalence. , Geometric relationships can be described, analyzed, and classified based on spatial reasoning and/or visualization. How can you explain the relationship between congruence and similarity in both 2- and 3-dimensional figures? Determine if two figures are congruence, Construct a simple congruence proof, 

sufficient condition, 

included angle/side, 

overlapping figures, 

fundamental region

CC.2.3.8.A.2, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.3, 

G.1.2.1.1, 

G1.2.1.2,G.1.3.1.1

Test, Quiz, 

Homework

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books

Week 19-22 

(Ch8) Spatial reasoning and visualization are ways to orient thinking about the physical world. , There are some mathematical relationships that are always true and these relationships are used as the rules of arithmetic and algebra and are useful for writing equivalent forms of expressions and solving equations and inequalities. How can a change in one measurement of a 2- or 3-dimensional figure effect other measurements such as perimeter, area, surface area or volume of that figure? How can geometric properties and theorems be used to describe, model, and analyze situations? Evaluate the area of different types of polygons, Estimate the area of irregular figures,

pythagorean triple, 

454590, 306090, 

apothem, sector

CC.2.2.HS.C.1, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.3, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.9, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.8, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.14

G.2.2.2.1, G.2.2.2.2. 

G.2.2.2.4, G.2.2.2.5, 

G.2.2.4.1, G.2.1.1.1

Test, Quiz, 

Homework, 

Children's Story 

Book Project

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books

Week23-26 

(Ch9) Geometric relationships can be described, analyzed, and classified based on spatial reasoning and/or visualization. , Spatial reasoning and visualization are ways to orient thinking about the physical world. How are spatial relationships, including shape and dimension, used to draw, construct, model, and represent real situations or solve problems?Use and/or develop procedures to determine, describe, or estimate measures of perimeter, circumference, area, surface area, and/or volume., Describe how a change in the linear dimension can affect perimeter, circumference, area, surface area, and/or volume., Visualize the relation between two-and three-dimensional objects.,  

cylinder, prism, 

pyramid, cone, face, 

edge, conic surface, 

cylindrical surface, 

axis of cone, lateral 

area

CC.2.3.8.A.2, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.3, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.13, 

CC.2.3.8.A.1, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.14

G.1.2.1.5, G.2.3.1.1, 

G.2.3.1.3, G.2.3.2.1

Test, Quiz, 

Homework, 

Home 

Remodeling 

Project

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books
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Weeks 27-30 

(Ch10) Spatial reasoning and visualization are ways to orient thinking about the physical world. , Some geometric relationships can be described and explored as functional relationships. , How can a change in one measurement of a 2- or 3-dimensional figure effect other measurements such as perimeter, area, surface area or volume of that figure? How can geometric properties and theorems be used to describe, model, and analyze situations? How can the application of the attributes of geometric shapes support mathematical reasoning and problem solving?  Use and/or develop procedures to determine, describe, or estimate measures of perimeter, circumference, area, surface area, and/or volume., Describe how a change in the linear dimension can affect perimeter, circumference, area, surface area, and/or volume., Visualize the relation between two-and three-dimensional objects.,  

CC.2.3.8.A.2, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.3, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.13, 

CC.2.3.8.A.1, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.14, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.12

G.1.2.1.5, G.2.3.1.1, 

G.2.3.1.3, G.2.3.2.1, 

G.1.1.1.4

Test, Quiz, 

Homework, 

Candle Project

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books

Weeks 31-32 

(Ch11) There are some mathematical relationships that are always true and these relationships are used as the rules of arithmetic and algebra and are useful for writing equivalent forms of expressions and solving equations and inequalities. How can you use coordinates and algebraic techniques to represent, interpret, and verify geometric relationships? Apply the distance formula in the coordinate plane, Explain the connection between the distance formula and the Pythagorean theorem, Formulate the equation of a circle given different situations

Midpoint, equation 

of circle, distance 

formula

CC.2.3.8.A.3, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.11, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.8

G.2.1.2.1, G.2.1.2.3, 

G.1.1.1.1

Test, Quiz, 

Homework

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books

Weeks33-34 

(Ch 14) Geometric relationships can be described, analyzed, and classified based on spatial reasoning and/or visualization. , There are some mathematical relationships that are always true and these relationships are used as the rules of arithmetic and algebra and are useful for writing equivalent forms of expressions and solving equations and inequalities. How can you use coordinates and algebraic techniques to represent, interpret, and verify geometric relationships? Evaluate secancts, tangents, and chords of circles,  Calculate angle and arc measures

Secant, tangent, 

chord, point of 

tangency, CC.2.3.HS.A.8, 

G.1.1.1.1. G.1.1.1.2, 

G.1.1.1.3,

Test, Quiz, 

Homework

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books
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Week 35-36` Spatial reasoning and visualization are ways to orient thinking about the physical world. , Geometric relationships can be described, analyzed, and classified based on spatial reasoning and/or visualization., Some geometric relationships can be described and explored as functional relationships., There are some mathematical relationships that are always true and these relationships are used as the rules of arithmetic and algebra and are useful for writing equivalent forms of expressions and solving equations and inequalities.   How can you explain the relationship between congruence and similarity in both 2- and 3-dimensional figures? , Apply sine, cosine and tangent to calculate missing side lengths and angle measures in right triangles

sine, cosine, tangent, 

angle of elevation, 

angle of depression, 

inverse trig functions

CC.2.2.HC.C.9, 

CC.2.3.HS.A.7 G.2.1.1.2, G.2.1.1.1

Test, Quiz, 

Homework

Small group, individual 

reteach, modified tests, 

multiple choice, extended 

time, use of notes and 

books
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